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Abstract: Summer is the popular season for inbound tourism in Tokyo during which a lot of events will be held.
Nevertheless, as the city with four distinct seasons, the tourists who visited Tokyo during summer vocation are likely
to suffer from heatstroke when enjoying outdoor traveling. In order to help local governments improve travel quality
and better prepare for the upcoming 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, this research aims to extract tourism regions that
have a higher risk of heatstroke via heterogeneous data. First, the candidate POIs are extracted from multiple data
sources, then the popular ROIs are generated by matching POI datasets to several ROI datasets. With the regions
generated by routes and POIs, the risk of heatstroke is evaluated by several indicators.
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1. Introduction

though having a long time of outdoor activities that

With the policy of developing a tourism country

indicating a longer temperature exposure time than the

and the upcoming 2020 Tokyo Olympic Games, Tokyo,

residents, are not included by the census, which makes

as the capital city of Japan with abundant tourism

it difficult to analyze their heatstroke risk. Thus in

resources and events, attracts more and more inbound

order to provide better tourism service for inbound

tourists during the recent years. At the same time,

visitors and better prepare for the Tokyo Olympic

however, as a metropolis that has four distinct seasons

Games, it is necessary to find out those potential

and suffers from the urban heat island effect, Tokyo has

regions that are popular among foreign visitors, but at

a high risk of heatstroke during summertime, which is

the same time require long time outdoor mobility.

the peak season for inbound tourism and is exactly the
time that Olympic Games will be held.

With the concerns mentioned above, the objective
of this research is to extract tourism regions that have

Heatstroke is one kind of life-threatening

a higher risk of heatstroke via heterogeneous data. First,

emergency caused by prolonged exposure to high

the candidate tourist attractions are extracted based on

temperature. The previous studies of heatstroke mainly

their popularity and types. Then the extracted POIs are

analyzed heatstroke risk at a micro-scale with different

matched to ROIs from different data sources. Finally,

indicators from the perspective of hazard, vulnerability,

with the generated ROI, we utilize several indicators to

and exposure. (Kasai, 2017) Particularly, exposure

evaluate their heatstroke risk and extract the hotspots

refers to the number of people or the amount of time

based on the indicators.

exposed to the high temperature. In the previous

2. Data and Processing

studies, exposure is always represented by the census

Data collection and processing in this research are

data of local residents. Nevertheless, inbound tourists,

challenging due to the fact there is no perfect dataset
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for representing the ROI of inbound visitors. Thus in

and Technology.

this study, we firstly review several kinds of datasets
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that we used in this research and then introducing the

processing approach for generating ROIs based on the

the main POI (e.g. Ueno Park and Ueno Toshogu),

POI dataset as well as the extra dataset and process

while for the latter, the ROI always consists of several

utilized for measuring the indicators.

independent POIs that are concentrated in some

2.1 Point data and POI

specific area. Thus in this study, for POIs which are

Point data is the common spatial representation of

correspondent to ROIs with specific boundary, we

inbound tourism data. Generally, check-in point data

match them to the polygon data in OpenStreetMap;

and the tourist attraction data from travel service

while for the ROI with vague boundaries which are

website can represent the POIs as well as their

mainly the entertainment and shopping clusters, we

popularity.

match them to the commercial accumulations adapted

In this study, we use both types of point data to

from the work of Akiyama (2018) with the data

extract POI information. For SNS data, we utilize the

provided by JoRAS.

tweet data of inbound visitors collected by Nightley Inc.

2.3 Route data

during the summertime in 2018. For representing a

In this study, for the outdoor activity of inbound

more precise foreign visitor distribution during high

tourism, we consider about three types of walking

temperature, we match twitter data to the weather

routes including routes from railway stations to the

information in 2018 based on the timestamp and

ROIs, the route within each ROI and the routes

extract those tweets that are tweeted over 28 °C with

between ROIs. All walking routes are acquired from

more than 0 solar radiation. The number of filtered

OpenStreetMap data with the tool OSMnx developed

tweets is 5923 in Tokyo 23 wards.

by Boeing (2017). The routes between station and ROI

In addition, we also collect tourism attraction

and between ROIs refer to the shortest route from the

information from TripAdvisor including its comment

origin to the destination while for the inner ROI route,

numbers in foreign languages as well as its spatial

we represent it by the maximum distance of the shortest

information represented by address and coordinates. In

path between any nodes within the ROI. Thus, for those

Tokyo 23 wards, there are around 19687 tourist

ROIs with no paths, we extract the minimum bounding

attractions which including over 15 categories

rectangle (MBR) of the ROI and choose the longer

including parks, historical relics, entertainment

edge as the potential maximum route length of the ROI.

facilities and restaurants. To simplify the preprocessing

2.4 Data matching

and extract those more meaningful ROIs, we only

Data matching and fusion are fundamental in this

utilize the POIs that contain more than 5 comments in

research to combine the spatial range with the

foreign languages.

popularity of each ROI for evaluating the heatstroke

2.2 ROI data

risk. For those ROI with distinct boundaries in OSM,

An ROI represents a region that can be potentially
visited by the inbound tourists. Generally, outdoor

we match POI groups to ROI dataset by spatial analysis,
address matching and name pattern matching.

ROIs could be either with a distinct boundary, such as

On the other hand, matching POI data to

campuses and parks or with a vague boundary such as

commercial accumulations mainly based on the spatial

the commercial area. For the former one, the ROI

information in these two datasets. Since the ROI

usually refers to one main POI which can represent its

calculated in JoRAS include some daily life services,

boundary and sometimes several POIs that belongs to

we choose the commercial facilities that only within a

threshold distance of the POI and exclude the facilities

all POIs belong to the ROI.

The number of high-

that belong to daily life services. Furtherly, we utilize

temperature tweets represents the observational result

the DBSCAN method based on both buffer polygon

of inbound visitor numbers. On the other hand, the

and road network to merging the accumulations into

exposure time for the tourists should be proportional to

larger commercial clusters.

the traveling distance if assuming tourists travel at an

For both kinds of ROI, in the current research, we

average speed. As is mentioned before, in this study we

extract those regions with an area over 1 hectare to

represent the traveling distance by the route from the

remove those ROIs that are potentially indoor

nearest station to an ROI, the route distance within an

shopping malls or indoor theme parks. Totally, we

ROI and the distance from an ROI to the neighboring

extract 111 outdoor ROIs from OpenStreetMap and

ROIs.

generate 112 commercial accumulations. The spatial

The result of each indicator is visualized in Figure

distribution of these two ROIs is visualized in Figure 1.

2. From the figures, we can find that these indicators

From the figure, we can find that in the downtown of

show different spatial distribution features for us to

Tokyo, the ROIs are more concentrated than in the

find the hotspot under each indicator: comparing ROI

peripheral area. In the downtown of Tokyo tends to

comments with tweets, we can find that though their

generate larger commercial accumulations due to a

overall patterns are similar, the ratio of tweets in parks

dense distribution of commercial facilities.

get smaller while is better to reflect the potential move
around big shopping malls such as the ROI in Odaiba.
For inner travel route distance, the result reveals that in
a lot of parks the potential time cost would be large for
a deep visit, which indicate that it is necessary to plan
for a detailed travel route that is less risky in high
temperature. Railway station distance and neighboring
ROI distance show an opposite distribution pattern for
that central Tokyo has a large density of railway
stations and ROIs, thus though the visitors can spend

Figure.1 Spatial distribution of different types of ROI

less time on moving from station to the destination,
they have more potential possibility to walk to the

3. Heatstroke exposure risk analysis

neighboring ROIs for another visit, which also expand

Since exposure risk concerning both the volume

the exposure time. Finally, the result for summing up

and time of outdoor activity, therefore in this study, we

the logarithm of each indicator shows that the ROIs in

look into both the potential exposure tourist numbers

central Tokyo has a higher comprehensive exposure

and potential exposure time to analyze heatstroke

risk.

exposure risk.

4. Conclusion

The number of potential exposure tourists is

In this study, we extracted tourism ROI that have

measured by two indicators: the number of comments

a higher exposure risk of heatstroke utilizing

in each ROI represents the popularity of the ROI by

heterogeneous data and utilize several indicators to

summing up the whole foreign comment numbers of

evaluate those regions. The contribution of this study

Figure.2 Visualization of indicator spatial analysis result
is that it focuses on the research target that is important
while usually neglected in other studies, and this study
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